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Abstract: Quercetin (Q) is an important antioxidant with high bioactivity and the potential of being
used as SARS-CoV-2 inhibitor. The fluorescence (FL) emission from Q solutions made with different
polar and non-polar solvents (methanol, acetone, and chloroform) was measured and compared with
the FL emission from Q powder and from Q crystals. In the FL spectra of the solutions with high
Q concentration, as well as in the spectra of Q in solid state, two features, at 615 nm and 670 nm,
were observed. As the solution concentration decreases, the intensity of those peaks decreases and
a peak at 505 nm arises. The FL emission of low concentration solutions displayed only that peak.
Calculations for the Q molecule in each solvent, performed using time-dependent density functional
theory (TDDFT), show that the emission at 505 nm is associated with the excited state intramolecular
proton transfer (ESIPT) of the –OH3 group proton. Our calculations also show that the feature at
615 nm, which is observed in solid state Q and also in the emission of the high concentrated solutions,
is related to the –OH5 proton transfer.
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1. Introduction

Flavonoids are substances with numerous useful nutritional and pharmaceutical
properties. Quercetin (Q), one of the most abundant flavonoids in nature, has been in
the spot of numerous experimental and theoretical studies in the past decade due to its
great biological and medical importance [1,2]. It has been known for antiviral activity,
anti-inflammatory effects [3], cardiovascular protection [4], and even for some anti-cancer
properties [5]. It was recently shown that flavonoids, including Q, can be used as the
SARS-CoV inhibitory compounds with a wide range of inhibitory activity [6–8]. On the
other hand, significant attention has been paid to the photophysical properties of Q, in
particular to the dual FL emission due to the excited state intramolecular proton transfer
(ESIPT) and its enhancement in aggregated state, known as aggregation-induced emission
(AIE) [9]. Due to that, natural flavonoids, as well as Q, are considered valuable fluorescent
sensors for chemical detection and biological sensing [10,11].

The summary of the sensor applications of flavonoids, including Q, can be found
in the recent review [9]. However, there have been a few studies on the concentration
dependence of the fluorescence (FL) emission of Q. To our knowledge, only one study [12]
of the FL spectra dependence on Q concentration in tetrahydrofuran solvent was published,
and only for Q concentrations less than 30 µM. In this work we present the dependence of
the FL emission spectra of Q on the concentration in different solvents (methanol, acetone,
and chloroform) together with the FL spectra obtained from solid state phase of Q. Our
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results show that the changes in the FL spectra are much stronger due to the aggregation
effects that have been reported previously in Ref. [12]. We also present the computational
results of the FL emission obtained using TDDFT/M06-2X/6-31G++(d,p) level of theory
for these three solvents, obtaining a good agreement with our experimental findings.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup

The FL emission was recorded on a conventional experimental set-up, including a
TRIAX550 monochromator, and a liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled-device (CCD)
detector. Optical excitation was provided by a laser diode with a wavelength of 405 nm or
by a solid-state laser with a wavelength of 532 nm. To avoid degradation, a low excitation
light intensity of approximately 5 mW was used in all measurements.

Quercetin anhydrous (Q4951 powder with 95% purity) have been acquired from the
Sigma-Aldrich. Methanol (>99.5%), acetone (>99.60%), and chloroform (>99.8%) were
purchased from J. T. Baker.

2.2. Computational Details

The density functional theory (DFT) [13] method was used for full geometry optimiza-
tion and for vibrational frequency calculations to assure the minimum on the potential
energy surface of the Q molecule, while for excited states computation and their corre-
sponding vibrational frequencies, the time dependent DFT (TDDFT) [14] approach was
used, by means of the Minnesota functional M06-2X [15] and 6-31++G(d,p) basis set [16–18],
including polarization and diffuse functions implemented in Gaussian 09 [19]. The influ-
ence of the solvents (methanol, acetone, chloroform) to the FL emission wavelength was
simulated by using the polarizable continuum model (PCM) within self-consistent reaction
field (SCRF) method [20].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. FL Spectra of Q in Solutions

Solubility is a very important property of any flavonoid since it significantly influences
their bioactivity. The solubility rate characterizes the intermolecular interactions and de-
pends on the specific solvent. To clarify the role of the solvent in the molecules’ dispersion,
three representative solvents were chosen: methanol as a protic polar, acetone as an aprotic
polar, and chloroform as non-polar solvent. Of those three solvents, methanol has the
highest rate of dissolution, in contrast with the solubility of Q in chloroform, which was
found to be much lower. Moreover, it takes some amount of time to dissolve Q molecules
in any solvent. In several previous publications [21,22] we have found that the FL spectra
were measured on “fresh” solutions of Q in methanol. Although authors of those studies
put emphasis in that aspect, they did not report any details of the solution preparation
procedure. However, our experience of preparing Q solutions show that some considerable
time, from 3 to 30 days is needed to reach the dissolution of the corresponding Q powder
amount. That time can be even longer if the solubility is low. In that case, the use of a
higher temperature of 40–50 ◦C is needed in order to increase the dissolution velocity.

Solubility of Q in chloroform showed to be very low, and, therefore, preparation
of the solutions of Q in chloroform has lasted a long time. As far as we know, there is
no bibliographic data on the solubility of Q in chloroform, thus, we have started from a
saturated solution, for which the amount of approximately 1 mg of Q powder for 10 mL
of chloroform was used. To reach the Q dissolution, that solution was first heated to
approximately 40 ◦C and then was left for the time of approximately 4–5 weeks. Then, only
the saturated solution from the top of the volume, avoiding the solid particles from the
bottom was used. Concentration of that solution was reduced step by step until it was as
low as possible, i.e., until the FL emission intensity was yet high enough to be measured.

In Figure 1, FL spectra of Q solutions with different concentrations in three different
solvents are shown. The emission spectra of all Q solutions with a highest concentration
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have a dominant peak at 670 nm. The spectra of methanol and acetone solutions also display
a shoulder at 615 nm. The spectrum of high-concentrated chloroform solution is wide and
thus includes the feature at 615 nm. In the emission spectra of the solutions with lower
concentrations, another peak at lower wavelength is also observed. In addition, the full
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the spectra decreases when the solution concentration
decreases. Thus, Figure 1 shows that when the concentration decreases to the certain value,
only the peak at 505 nm is observed, and then, the lower the Q concentration the smaller the
FL peak intensity, while the shape of the spectrum does not change significantly. Moreover,
comparing the spectra of the solutions with different Q concentrations, it can be seen that
the shift of the maximum of the FL spectrum toward shorter wavelength is due to the
redistribution of the FL emission intensity between different peaks: the intensity of the
peak at 670 nm decreases, while the intensity of peak at 505 nm increases when the solution
concentration is reduced.
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Figure 1. FL emission spectra measured at room temperature on Q solutions in: (a) methanol,
(b) acetone, and (c) chloroform, with different concentrations. To facilitate comparison, all the spectra
were normalized to one by dividing each spectrum by its highest value.

It can be seen also that the same change of the FL spectra with Q concentration is
observed in the solutions made with polar, protic and aprotic, or with non-polar solvent.
Besides, the emission spectra of the Q solutions in different solvents contain the same
features and, thus, no dependence of the characteristic emission wavelengths on the
solvent type is observed.
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There are a small number of previous studies reporting measurements of the FL
spectra of Q solutions. However, in Ref. [23] the FL spectrum of Q solution in methanol
with the concentration of 50 µM have been shown. The excitation wavelength in that study
was of 350 nm. That spectrum had two maxima at approximately 450 and 530 nm. In our
measurements, the spectrum of the Q solution in methanol with the similar concentration
has only one maximum at 505 nm. This is probably due to the fact that a different excitation
wavelength (405 nm) was used in our study. Another possible reason for that discrepancy
is that the measured solution of Q in the methanol [23] was relatively fresh and the Q
molecules were yet not dissipated. Unfortunately, the data about the time between the
solution preparation and its measurement was absent in that reference.

3.2. FL Spectra of Q in the Solid State

Crystals of Q were grown from its saturated solutions in methanol and in acetone
by slow evaporation at room temperature. The images of grown crystals obtained from
scanning electron microscope (SEM) are shown in Figure 2. The crystals grown from Q
solutions in different solvents had the same size and the same morphology of needle-like
crystals.
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Figure 2. SEM images of Q crystals grown from saturated solutions of Q in methanol (a,b) and in
acetone (c,d).

The FL spectra of Q crystals were measured and compared with that of the powder.
Q powers were measured as such received from supplier, i.e., without any additional
treatment.

Figure 3 shows the FL emission spectra of Q crystal and Q powder measured using
two different excitation wavelengths. The FL spectra from Q crystal and Q powder excited
by the laser line of 405 nm are broad and have the same spectral maximum position at
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approximately 615 nm. To reveal the fine structure of the emission spectra, the FL emission
from the Q crystal at low temperature was measured. In Figure 3 the FL spectra obtained
from the Q crystal at 300 K and 10 K are shown. At low temperature, the position of the
FL spectrum maximum is slightly blue-shifted and has practically the same FWHM value,
which indicates that the kinetic energy of the molecule does not affect the parameters of the
emission spectra. Nevertheless, we were able to reveal the fine structure of the FL spectrum
by changing the excitation wavelength. The FL emission spectrum excited by 532 nm
contains two features, at 615 nm and at 670 nm, whereas the spectrum of the emission
excited by 405 nm has a greater value of the FWHM, and thus can be seen as the result of
addition of that two features with smaller values of the FWHM, i.e., the sum of two peaks
gives only one wide peak with the maximum at 615 nm. Moreover, the same peaks were
observed in the emission spectra of the solutions with high Q concentration.
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Figure 3. FL emission spectra of Q crystal at 10 K (red curve) and at 300 K (black curve), and FL
spectra of Q powder at 300 K measured with two different excitation wavelengths (blue and green
curves). To facilitate comparison the spectra are shown in arbitrary units.

3.3. Computation of FL Characteristic Wavelengths

For theoretical part of the study, the functional M06-2X was selected as one capable
to reproduce the non-planarity of the Q molecule. The importance of the non-planarity
for the FL emission in flavonoids was described in Ref. [9]. Furthermore, this functional
describes correctly non-covalent interactions [15], such as hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) that
can be formed in Q molecule.

The structure of the molecule of Q (3,3′,4′,5,7-pentahydroxyflavone) is shown in
Figure 4. The Q molecule has two co-planar rings, A and C, and a B-ring, which can be
rotated around the C2–C1 single bond. Five hydroxyl groups can take different possible
orientations forming up to 48 different conformers. Each hydroxyl group has two orien-
tations (rotating 180◦ around the C–O bond) arising thus, 25 possible arrangements of
five OH group positions for each “anti” and “syn” positions of B ring (as it was defined
in Ref. [24]) giving a number of 64 possibilities. However, 16 conformers are excluded
because of steric hinderance between H3′ and H4′ when facing each other, leaving a total
of 48 conformers. Our analysis performed using M06-2X/6-31++G(d,p) functional, shows
that the conformation corresponding to the minimum energy of the Q molecule (Q_M
enol form) in vacuum is that shown in Figure 4a. On other hand, Figure 4b shows another
considered Q molecule conformer (Q_A enol form) that was obtained from the diffraction
data for anhydrous Q crystal [25].
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Figure 4. (a) Structure of the quercetin molecule (Q_M enol form). The orientations of hydroxyl
groups and position of B-ring correspond to the global minimum (M06-2X/6-31++G(d,p)) in vacuum.
The numbering of the atoms is also shown. (b) Q molecule conformer found in crystal structures of
anhydrous Q crystal (Q_A enol form).

There are three intra-molecular H-bonds in the Q_M, enol form: O3-H3 . . . O4 and
O5-H5 . . . O4 in the double A-C ring, and O4′-H4′ . . . O3′ in the B-ring (see Figure 4a).
Whereas the Q_A enol form has one H-bond less, since the H3 hydrogen is rotated off the
plane of the molecule forming the H-bond with the adjacent Q molecule in the Q crystal
arrangement (see Figure 4b).

The transfer of proton has been proposed as an explanation for the FL emission for
flavonoids, including Q, in Ref. [22]. The red-shifted wavelength of the “double emission”
observed in that study has been attributed to the “excited state intramolecular proton
transfer” (ESIPT), in particular, on the –OH3 group proton transfer [26,27]. Solvent effect
on ESIPT in a number of solvents was studied in Ref. [28] for the 2-(2-hydroxyphenyl)
benzothiazole molecule. On the other hand, the FL emission of Q molecule have been
studied in the dichloromethane solvent using TDDFT-B1B95/6-31G(d,p) [29]. In that study
the emission wavelengths of 566 and 593 nm were obtained for –OH3 and –OH5 groups’
proton transfers, respectively. However, until now there were no computational studies
made for Q in other solvents.

The terms “keto” for the tautomer with transferred proton, and “enol” for the Q
molecule in its normal form were introduced by Yang et. al. [29]. We will use these terms,
specifying “keto OH3” and “keto OH5” for the –OH3 and –OH5 transfers. The keto
tautomers for Q_M and Q_A conformers are shown in Figure 5.
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In Table 1 our results of calculations of absorption and emission wavelengths for
the enol Q_M and Q_A conformers (see Figure 4) and for the three keto forms (Figure 5)
are shown.
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Table 1. Absorption and emission of Q molecule obtained at TDDFT-M06-2X/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory.

ES0 (a.u)
S0 opt

ES1 (a.u)
S0 opt ES1–ES0 (eV) λab (nm) fab

ES1* (a.u)
S1 opt

ES0* (a.u)
S1 opt ES1*–ES0* (eV) λem (nm) fem

Q_M enol (Figure 4a)

Methanol −1103.8499 −1103.7112 3.775 328.46 0.69 −1103.7212 −1103.8385 3.194 388.27 1.00
Acetone −1103.8494 −1103.7107 3.773 328.65 0.70 −1103.7205 −1103.8382 3.201 387.41 0.99

Chloroform −1103.8453 −1103.7068 3.769 329.01 0.73 −1103.7155 −1103.8351 3.252 381.31 0.91

Q_M keto OH3 (Figure 5a)

Methanol −1103.8229 −1103.7132 2.983 415.63 0.78 −1103.7215 −1103.8154 2.554 485.52 0.78
Acetone −1103.8223 −1103.7130 2.976 416.67 0.78 −1103.7210 −1103.8149 2.553 485.66 0.78

Chloroform −1103.8175 −1103.7100 2.925 423.88 0.71 −1103.7174 −1103.8109 2.544 487.45 0.71

Q_M keto OH5 (Figure 5b)

Methanol
Acetone

Chloroform

−1103.8310 −1103.7162 3.122 397.17 0.46 −1103.7354 −1103.8180 2.249 551.29 0.46
−1103.8296 −1103.7154 3.105 399.29 0.45 −1103.7349 −1103.8175 2.250 551.62 0.45
−1103.8257 −1103.7134 3.057 405.59 0.32 −1103.7307 −1103.8123 2.221 558.25 0.31

Q_A enol (Figure 4b)

Vacuum −1103.8183 −1103.6667 4.124 300.65 0.35 - - - - -

Q_A keto OH5 (Figure 5c)

Vacuum −1103.8001 −1103.6862 3.098 400.23 0.20 −1103.7045 −1103.7768 1.965 630.87 0.06

Note: ES0 is the energy of the molecule optimized in the ground state S0; ES1 is the energy of the first excited state, S1, at the ground state optimized geometry, S0, from the non-equilibrium solvation state-specific
calculation. For vacuum ES1 is the energy of the first excited state, S1, at the ground state optimized geometry, S0; ES1* is the energy of the first excited state, S1, at its optimized geometry from the equilibrium
solvation state-specific calculation. For vacuum ES1* is the energy of the first excited state, S1, at its optimized geometry; ES0* is the energy of the ground state, S0, with non-equilibrium solvation, at the optimized
geometry of the excited state, S1. For vacuum ES0* is the energy of the ground state, S0, at the optimized geometry of the excited state, S1; fem and fab are the oscillator strengths for emission and absorption,
respectively.
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Our computational results for Q_M enol form in different solvents show that using
the 405 nm laser-line for the excitation, we cannot detect the FL emission (λab is 329 nm,
λem changes from 381 to 388 nm). Both keto forms of the Q_M conformer are stable in
the excited state, S1, for all three solvents. In the ground state, S0, only the keto OH3
form has a local minimum, thus, to estimate the wavelength of absorption due to the
keto OH5 transition, the restriction on H5 proton position was imposed for the ground
state (corresponding values in the Table 1 are shown in cursive). Computation of the Q_M
keto OH3 absorption displays values from 415 to 424 nm, while our estimation for the
absorption due to the keto OH5 transition shows the values from 397 to 405 nm, and thus,
both can be excited by the laser-line of 405 nm.

The calculated emission wavelengths for all the considered solvents are very close to
each other for both Q_M keto tautomers: 485–487 nm for the keto OH3 and 551–558 nm
for the keto OH5. This is consistent with our findings that for all the used solvents the FL
emission peaks observed experimentally on the Q solutions with low concentration have
the same spectral positions. The oscillator strength (fem) for the –OH5 transition related to
the FL emission is almost a half (0.41 in average) of that related with the –OH3 transition
(0.76 in average), thus, the probability to observe the FL emission due to the keto OH3
transition is greater than that of the keto OH5. The measured FL peaks are wide indicating
the FL emission has several components, therefore, the emission line with the maximum at
approximately 550 nm corresponding to the keto OH5 transition, is probably also present
in the spectra, but this emission line could be covered by peaks having higher intensity.
On the other hand, for calculations of the FL absorption and emission wavelengths for
Q in solid state, the optimized molecule geometry starting from the configuration Q_A
enol form shown in Figure 4b was used. The results show that during the geometry
optimization of Q_A enol form in the first excited state S1 in vacuum, the spontaneous H5
proton transition toward O4 oxygen takes place, originating thus the FL emission with the
spectral maximum at 630 nm due to Q_A keto OH5. This value is in a good agreement
with the spectral feature at 615 nm experimentally observed in Q solid state. The fact that
this feature was also observed in high concentration solutions points to the presence of
undissolved clusters of Q molecules.

4. Conclusions

We can summarize our findings as follows:

1. The FL spectra were measured for Q solutions in different types of solvents (non-
polar, polar protic and polar aprotic), for Q crystals and Q anhydrous powder, using
excitation laser-line of 405 nm. Only one peak with maximum at 505 nm was observed
for low concentration solutions for all the solvents used. For powder and solutions
with high concentrations the same spectral features at 615 and 670 nm were observed
in the FL emission spectra.

2. The TDDFT-M06-2X/6-31++G(d,p) approach was successfully used to calculate the
characteristic wavelengths of the FL emission of Q molecule in solvents and vacuum.
As far as we know, this methodology was applied for the first time to find the
absorption and emission energies of Q molecule in methanol, acetone, and chloroform
solvents. Besides, the spontaneous transition of –OH5 group proton in the first excited
state for Q molecule in vacuum was not reported before.

3. The FL emission peak observed for all Q solutions in methanol, acetone, and chloro-
form with low concentration (505 nm) is due to the Q_M keto OH3 transition with
calculated values of 485–487 nm.

4. Computational results of the FL emission wavelength for Q molecule in the solid state
using the molecule configuration corresponding to Q_A keto O5 form in vacuum
(630 nm), show a good agreement with the experimental data (615 nm). The spectral
feature at 615 nm observed in the FL emission spectra of the solutions with high
concentrations, can be related to the presence of undissolved clusters of Q molecules.
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